Global drivers of future river flood risk
Methods
Our calculations are based on the GLOFRIS modeling framework, which estimates global large-scale river flood risk (not pluvial or flash flooding), and which consists of a hydrological flood model 1 and an impact model forced by time series of current and future climate and socio-economic projections 2, 3 . A brief description of GLOFRIS is given in the Detailed methods (Supplementary Information §2). GLOFRIS was used to estimate the flood damages associated with multiple flood probabilities (1/2 to 1/1,000 years), which were consequently integrated to derive annual expected flood damage. We then normalized annual average flood damage to total regional GDP at the scale of different spatial units (basins and countries). To quantify present-day risk conditions, we forced GLOFRIS using meteorological reanalysis data 4 , current gridded population 5 and country-level per capita GDP data 6 . For the future projections, we used bias-corrected meteorological data from an ensemble of 5 Global Climate Models (GCMs) taken from CMIP5 7 as provided by the ISI-MIP project 8 . We used SSP socio-economic projections 6 1 downscaled from the national to the grid-cell level using a set of algorithms 9 , updated to also account for differences between rural and urban growth rates in the future projections. Again, a more elaborate description of the methods to establish risk scenarios are given in Supplementary Information §2. Here, we also describe how we assessed present-day uncertainties in risk estimates as a consequence of uncertainties in the extreme value distribution, used to derive flood conditions with several probabilities. Validation of the resulting risk estimates has been carried out in earlier work 3, 10 .
Here, we carry out a benchmarking exercise on one of the intermediate steps, to compare our global inundation maps with inundation maps from more detailed local models; see Supplementary Information §3). Considerations on bias correction are further described in Supplementary Information §4. Further limitations and uncertainties and their possible propagation into our risk estimates are discussed in Supplementary Information §7. Most of these uncertainties can have a considerable impact on the absolute risk estimates, but much less on the relative change in risk estimates.
We selected three socio-economic projections from the set of five SSPs and combined each of these with a plausible RCP 6 emission scenario. The projections were selected such that they explore a number of extreme possible future outcomes. The chosen pathways are: 1)
'Sustainability' (SSP 1, combined with RCP2.6), a world moving to the use of sustainable energy resources in combination with stringent climate policy; 2) 'Fragmented world' (SSP 3, combined with RCP 6.0), a world separated into poor regions with rapid population growth and more wealthy regions; and finally 3) 'Fossil-fuel based development' (SSP 5, combined with RCP 8.5), in which it is assumed that the world keeps on relying on fossil fuels as energy resource. More information on the rationale between the selected combinations can be found in Supplementary Information §3. The computations in this work were conducted at grid-cell level (30" x 30"; ca. 1 km x 1 km at the equator) and were aggregated to both country and river basin scale and provided urban damage normalized to GDP for each spatial unit, each projection and each return period.
River flood risk estimates to date have been carried out without consideration of flood protection. As GLOFRIS computes flood conditions associated with different probabilities, this allows us to compute the effects of FPS on risk estimates. This is done by setting computed damages to zero for return periods lower than the design level of the FPS. As an illustration, we demonstrate the effect for the Rhine basin in Supplementary Information §6.
As globally consistent information on actual FPS for rivers does not yet exist, we assessed the effect and importance of FPS by evaluating two scenarios: 1) no FPS exist anywhere in the world; and 2) partial FPS exist, i.e. high income regions are protected and will remain to be protected against floods up to a return period of 100 years, whilst all other income regions are protected against 5 year flood events. The income region classification according to the World Bank 2 was used to make regional differentiations in estimated FPS. We assumed that the required infrastructure to maintain these FPS will be updated in the future to reflect possible increases in the frequency of flood events, similar to ref. 11 , but at the same time, we did not account for possible increases in FPS levels outside high income regions driven by increases in income. Our results therefore show the increase in risk if no further policies to increase FPS are implemented anywhere. We computed the economic risk for the two FPS scenarios for all three selected future projections of climate and socio-economic change.
Detailed methods
Whilst Supplementary Information §1 provides an overview of the methods, we here provide a more detailed description. The general approach used in this paper to estimate river flood risk for a given climate and socio-economic condition follows the modeling chain described by ref. 3 based on the framework first presented in ref. 2 -Exposure: exposure is represented by gridded maps of population and GDP (30" × 30").
-Vulnerability: vulnerability is represented by stage damage relationships, described in ref. 3 .
Computation of annual expected damage (also referred to as 'risk') is established by integrating damage estimates for each exceedance probability. Below, we describe how present-day and future risk estimates were established, using the above described approach.
We first treat the computation of flood hazard, and then the computation of potential losses.
Finally, we describe how we estimate the future risk, with respect to the current risk. forcing data were taken from the ISIMIP project 8 . In the ISIMIP project, EU-WATCH forcing was used as an observational dataset in the bias-correction process. We stress that using bias-corrected GCM data is essential to reach satisfactory results because in particular bias in rainfall accumulates due to the non-linear behaviour of both the hydrological responses, and the inundation process. The importance of this bias-correction has not been considered in earlier flood risk studies, for example ref. 16 , who also estimate global flood hazard with climate change. Instead, they use runoff fields directly derived from GCM simulations, rather than runoff fields from a hydrological model, forced by bias-corrected GCM fields. This probably results in the sign of change being correct but the quantity of change being very different, depending on the accuracy of rainfall estimates and consequently translation to runoff in the GCMs used. In Supplementary Figures 1 until 4 , the percentage changes in flood volume for the 100 year return period are presented for all RCPs, as well as the consistency of the sign of change across the 5 GCMs used.
Present-day and future flood losses
The risk model combines present-day and future flood hazard maps with urban density, population, and GDP grids for each projection run. Present-day urban density data were taken from the HYDE database 17 , and represent the urban fraction of each 5' x 5' grid cell. From this, we calculated urban area per 30'' x 30'' model grid cell. We then assigned an economic value per square kilometer to each grid cell depending on the national GDP per capita, based on ref.
3
. Future changes in urban densities were computed in the GISMO/IMAGE model 18, 19 using the changes in population count and changes in the relative urbanization rate of the population between the base-year and the future time steps, as described in ref. 9 . To this end, we used data from each Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 6 taken from the online SSP database 4 . Next, future economic values are computed by multiplying the projected urban population with the national per capita GDP figures taken from the SSP database. Finally, we computed potential damages for each urbanized grid cell, based on the modeled inundation depth; urban density; economic value; and simplified depth-damage functions as described in ref. 3 . To enable distinguishing the contribution of climate and socio-economic change on risk, we also computed risks by only considering climate change, or only considering socioeconomic changes to enable computation of the contributions of both to the future risk change. As the two contributions to risk change work in interplay with each other, the total risk change is not a sum of the individual contributions of the two. Therefore, we estimate the relative contributions of climate and socio-economic change. This is illustrated for the case of 2080 by equations 1 until 4 below. 
Assessing baseline uncertainties
To assess how model uncertainties may affect our model results and in particular the significance of the scenarios of future changes in risk, an extensive uncertainty analysis was carried out on the model chain and the results of this uncertainty assessment were plotted in the global graphs showing the basin-scale risk estimates in present and future conditions. We have focused on the uncertainty in the extreme value distribution of flood volumes. In detail we carried out the following steps to estimate the uncertainties in the model cascade:
-Besides the Gumbel best-fit (further described in ref. 3 ), we extracted Gumbel parameters for the 5th and 95th percentile confidence limits. The confidence limit parameters were used to calculate flood volumes per grid cell for each return period within these confidence limits.
-The confidence limit flood volumes per return period, were downscaled into 5 and 95% inundation maps at 30" × 30" resolution using the inundation downscaling method from ref.
2.
-Urban damage (as percentage of GDP) was then calculated for the 5 and 95%
confidence limits per return period, and aggregated to the country and basin scale.
-Finally, basin or country scale annual average urban damage was estimated at the 5 and 95% confidence interval by integrating all return period values.
It should be noted that this procedure provides a high-end uncertainty interval for the propagation of errors in the estimation of flood volume through the model cascade, as errors in the flood volume estimates (at 0.5 degree resolution) are assumed to be fully correlated across a country or basin. In reality, these errors will only be partially correlated, which would result in some mutual cancellation of errors when aggregated to larger scales. Moreover, errors across different return periods are also assumed to be fully correlated, which is also not the case. If the error correlations would be fully known and used here, the uncertainty would be estimated lower. The uncertainty estimates are plotted in Figure 3 and Supplementary Figures 9 and 10 as black halve circles, plotted together with the present-day risk estimate. Even with this "worst case" uncertainty estimate, it is shown that in most basins, and in particular basins in South-East Asia, the calculated changes in future risk are significant compared to the present-day risk. When averaging over a very large portion of countries, as done in Figure 1 and 2 and 
Inundation benchmarking
Ideally, benchmarking would be performed by using satellite imagery. Winsemius et al. 2 performed benchmarking of the model cascade over Bangladesh, based upon a single event.
However, as we are here interested in the performance of a map associated with a return period (and not an event), this method is compromised. It would require long records of processed and analyzed unbiased satellite data over a fairly large region, to appreciate the scale at which our model framework is intended to be used. To our knowledge, the only candidate large scale and long term inundation monitoring program may be the University of Therefore, we have performed benchmarking of the inundation hazard maps from GLOFRIS using modeled hazard maps from more localized data sources and models. Datasets were available across the the United Kingdom (UK) and Germany. The local hazard maps used represent 1/100 return period conditions in the Thames River and Severn River, and the Neue Luppe River and Mulde River in Saxony. Note that the last benchmark data set, only contains the sections of the rivers flowing within Saxony.
Method
We computed performance criteria by comparing the global 100 year return period hazard maps, prepared by using the EU-WATCH forcing data, with the local 100 year return period hazard maps.
To benchmark the inundation data, we compared the two datasets following a similar procedure as ref. 20 , who performed benchmarking of a Pan-European flood hazard map across a number of regions. To ensure that comparability was valid, we first removed river sections with a Strahler order smaller than 6 from the local hazard maps, as these are not taken into account in the global simulations. The local maps were furthermore resampled to a resolution of 30" × 30", to reflect the same resolution as the global map. Any grid cell that had a larger than 50% inundated fraction was classified as inundated in all 3 case studies.
Following ref.
20
, for a given validation area, we used a number of verification scores, commonly used in forecast verification. We estimate the hit rate, by estimating the fraction of flooded area within the GLOFRIS hazard maps, conditional on the flooded area within the local hazard map, and normalizing over the flooded area in the local hazard map, formulated as:
Where H is the hit rate, and A G and A L are the global and local inundated pixels respectively. areas on the quality of the elevation data may be significant, both causing vertical offsets in the elevation data (recently demonstrated by ref.
22
). As this paper intends to use model results at 30" resolution, treatment of these effects is outside the scope of this paper. To ensure that random noise is filtered out as much as possible, a spatially variable anisotropic diffusion filter, described by ref. 23 has been used to reduce high frequency artifacts in the elevation data as much as possible, without interfering with real existing features in the elevation. The filter ensures that low frequency signals in the elevation data are preserved while high frequency variability is smoothed.
UK data description
The presented by ref. 20 . The data were also delivered as shapefile and resampled to a 30" × 30"
grid. In general the verification scores found are very similar to the scores found in earlier large scale inundation simulation, in particular the study by ref. 20 . It should be noted that in particular the Severn and Saxony case study represent fairly small flood plain areas, and are therefore likely to be less representative for the intended use of GLOFRIS. We ensured that permanent water body cells are as much as possible filtered out. In our study, a permanent water body mask ( MOD44W 24 ) is used to exclude permanent water bodies from our flood risk calculation. This mask ensures that the inclusion of false positives in our risk estimates is limited. The benchmarking also provides lessons on where and how to improve the model.
Results

Supplementary
Near-shore results showed a clear and consistent underestimation of flood inundation in the benchmark cases over the UK, caused by the fact that coastal tide, surge and wave effects are unaccounted for and the probability of wind storm and rainfall compounding events is not considered (see e.g. ref. 25, 26 ). New models and studies in which global hydrology, and sea and ocean hydraulics are interacting are required to improve global inundation estimates in these regions. Furthermore, improvements in the SRTM data underlying the 2D inundation routine may be achieved by investigating data fusion options with high resolution vegetation height or density datasets (see e.g. refs. 27, 28 ).
Differences between baseline observations and baseline GCM outputs
The occurrence and variability of floods are highly sensitive to the distribution of rainfall over time. Inter-monthly variability is important for an individual flood event (i.e. more rainfall concentrated within a short period of time can result in more serious floods), while variability in rainfall from year to year has a large effect on the variability of all flood events (i.e. a similar amount of rainfall each year results in less variability in the seriousness of flood events, while large variability in annual rainfall will cause large differences in flood events from year to year). Bias-correction schemes for GCM data can only correct the empirical distribution function of rainfall of a certain month, however they cannot fully account for biases in low-frequency climate variability such as inter-annual variability in rainfall. This has been demonstrated by ref. 29 . As the severity and probability of flood extremes is strongly conditioned on inter-annual variability, the modeled probability distributions of flood events from GCM data are likely to still contain a considerable amount of bias. Such bias across larger time scales is of particular importance for the reproduction of extreme values.
Therefore, we investigated how large this bias is by simulating flood hazard estimates within the baseline period (1960-1999) from each used GCM forcing, bias-corrected by the ISIMIP project 8 . We compare the flood hazard estimates, expressed in 100-year volumetric flood hazard with the hazard estimates obtained using the baseline run with EU-WATCH data. The hypothesis is that long-term persistence that is not accounted for in the bias-correction scheme, results in differences between the hazard, estimated from the EU-WATCH run (based on observations), with respect to the GCM runs.
Supplementary figure 8 demonstrates for all 5 GCMs what the relative difference is in the 100-year return period flood volume, occurring in the runs with GCM data, compared to the flood volume, using EU-WATCH forcing throughout the baseline period . We also investigated other return periods (not shown here), which show the same pattern and order of magnitude in relative differences. The results show that in most regions, the runs with GCM data demonstrate a lower flood hazard (red colors) than the EU-WATCH run. We argue that the lower flood hazard is likely to be a result of the generally lower persistence in rainfall variability in GCMs than reality. We further stress that the different GCMs used here,
show quite different patterns in the difference in risk with respect to EU-WATCH in some specific areas. In particular over parts of the Southern hemisphere (South America, Australia and South-East Asia), the sign of differences is variable amongst the GCMs considered in this study, meaning that the previously mentioned effect of persistent bias across larger time scales occurs and is different in magnitude for the different GCMs used. Therefore, we have decided to use model-model risk trends between baseline and future as a measure of flood risk change.
Selection of projections
There are in total 4 Representative Concentration Pathways and 5 Shared Socio-economic pathways leading to a total of 20 possible combinations of projections. In this paper we focus on 3 plausible combinations that explore a number of extreme future outcomes. Of course, the outcome of each scenario is very region dependent and therefore it is impossible to select scenario combinations that reflect on flood risk negatively or positively everywhere. We have selected a SSP storyline and chosen a plausible climate scenario along with the SSP scenario.
The rationale of the combinations is as follows:
SSP1: Sustainable development, RCP 2.6.: sustainable development implies that we move to the use of more green energy sources and reduction of emissions. Therefore RCP 2.6 is a plausible match with SSP1 
Accounting for protection levels
In our methodology, we are able to account for currently installed FPS by setting flood losses associated with return periods lower than the installed FPS to zero. We give an example for the Rhine basin. The Rhine basin has a protection level of 1250 year return period in the Netherlands and 200-1000 years in Germany. If we move the flood protection from zero to 100 years (b) and 1000 years (c) respectively, we can see that the urban flood risk expressed as an annual expected urban damage decreases from 85 billion USD/yr to less than 7 billion and 1 billion USD/yr respectively. The latter number is within the same order of magnitude as the much more detailed assessment for the Rhine performed by ref. 30 who estimated annual expected damage to be 880 million euros/yr (~1.2 million USD/yr based on presentday exchange rates) per year.
Limitations
The presented present-day and future risk estimates contain several potential uncertainties, which may have impact on the absolute estimates of risk, and/or the estimates of the change in risk. All of the uncertainties will impact the accuracy in the absolute risk estimates (generally known to be highly uncertain 31, 32 ), whilst uncertainties in relative change in risk are most strongly related to uncertainties from highly random errors, and different projections and realizations of these projections through, for example, the use of different GCMs 33 . In this study, the propagation of random errors due to uncertainties in the extreme value distribution, as well as the uncertainties in future projections were included to ensure that our conclusions on future change in flood risk are as robust as possible. Yet, a large number of uncertainties remain. In this section we briefly discuss the most important uncertainties and reflect how these may impact the scenario results in terms of absolute risk, as well as relative change in risk. · At this moment, vulnerability in our model framework is represented by a single stage damage relationship employed across all countries. Understanding the relationship between water levels and damage at the local scale requires information on the exposed assets. For instance the material and flood proofing measures taken for specific buildings would enable a much more localized accurate assessment of damage than presently given. This will in particular affect the absolute estimates of risk. As shown by ref. 33 , the error introduced by the limited representation of vulnerability will have the same sign, and a similar magnitude in present-day and future estimates and therefore its resulting uncertainty in relative change in risk will be far smaller than the choice of SSP/RCP projection and the GCM used.
· The chosen hydrological and hydraulic model, as well as the applied forcing data, will introduce a significant source of uncertainty 34 given known limitations in quality, parameterization and uncertainties in schematization. Similar to ref. 16 , we assumed that the change of frequency of extreme events, and therefore the relative change in risk is still robust enough to support our conclusions. Similar to the point about vulnerability given above, it is likely that the choice of models that translate the forcing into hazard maps, and consequently risk estimates, will affect the absolute estimates of risk much more than the relative change in risk. This should however be investigated in future work. To investigate further how uncertain the absolute risk estimates are due to uncertainties in forcing and models, a multi-model and multiforcing experiment would be required such as performed for water scarcity in the ISI-MIP project 35 . Note that even multi-model and multi-forcing experiments will not fully resolve uncertainties in the models and forcing used, as global models are known to produce similar errors in specific areas. database with FPS estimates is available, the propagation of its uncertainties may be studied as well. As we showed in this paper, the absolute numbers strongly depend on FPS, which demonstrates the effectiveness of establishing protection against flooding.
We also demonstrated that globally, the risk changes in USD are much less impacted 
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